Map 1: Kyŏngju Historic Areas

- Legend -

- Pink Areas:
  - The proposed areas: designated as a Cultural Property Protection Zone and protected under Section 8 of the Protection of the Cultural Properties Act

- Blue Areas:
  - Green belt: Section 17 of the Urban Planning Law prohibiting the intemperate expansion of buildings by urban development as well as protecting forested areas.

- Green Areas:
  - These encompass the areas subject to height limits, aesthetic view restrictions, and strict preservation, as well as proposed green belt areas. Considering harmony with nearby cultural properties, the designated areas are subject to height limits under Section 17 and 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

- Brown Areas:
  - Designated as a Preservation Zone and protected under section 18 of the Urban Planning Law

- Light Green Areas:
  - The 3rd-Class Aesthetic Areas: The designated areas contribute to the beauty of the urban landscape and of adjacent historic sites, according to Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law and Sub-Section 1 of Section 16-2 of the Urban Planning Law Enforcement Ordinance.

**Section 36 of the Building Bylaws of Kyŏngju City (Bylaws Applied in Aesthetic Areas)**

"The bylaws prohibit the establishment of junkyards, warehouses, correctional institutions, graveyards and funeral facilities, coal yards, loading yards, facilities involving automobiles, facilities involving animals, waste disposal plants, and facilities like those listed in the designated 3rd-Class Aesthetic Areas."
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Map 2: Suburban Areas excluding the Mt. Namsan Belt

- Legend -

- Pink Areas: The proposed areas

- Green Areas

1. Height limit areas (under 25 meters): These areas are limited to heights of up to 25 meters to preserve the urban landscape and to promote better land usage, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

2. Height limit areas (under 20 meters): These areas are limited to heights of up to 20 meters to preserve the urban landscape and to promote better land usage, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

3. Height limit areas (under 15 meters): These areas are limited to heights of up to 15 meters to preserve the urban landscape and to promote better land usage, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

4. Height limit areas (under 10 meters): These areas are limited to heights of up to 10 meters to preserve the urban landscape and to promote better land usage, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

5. Height limit areas (under 7 meters): These areas are limited to heights of up to 7 meters to preserve the urban landscape and to promote better land usage, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

- Brown Areas:
  Historic sites: These areas are designated as cultural property protection zones, according to Paragraph 3 of Sub-Section 1 of Section 18 of the Urban Planning Law.

- Blue Areas:
  Green belts and graves containing burial articles: Areas which encompass villages and contain burial articles are specially designated so as to prevent intemperate urban expansion and to preserve forested areas. As they are also adjacent to the cultural properties protection zones, construction is prohibited under the Protection of Cultural Properties Act.
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